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Intr od uction
The most significant benefits from multifamily energy-saving and water-saving upgrades have often been
unintended consequences. Improvements to the health, safety, and comfort of buildings? residents have
rarely been the deciding factor for owners?and managers?choices about building efficiency improvements.
In the last few years, these unintended beneficial results have attracted more attention from energy efficiency
and housing professionals. They are developing a body of research on the range and value of these
benefits. This paper and the accompanying indicators tool builds upon that research and structures it to
facilitate energy retrofit decisions in multifamily affordable housing. How can building owners and managers
make these results the intended consequence of an energy upgrade? Indeed, how can upgrades be
structured in order to maximize these benefits?
First, this paper outlines the types of multifamily energy and water
upgrades based on categories of energy and water conservation
measures and details the benefits that accrue to residents from
each type of energy upgrade. Following that, we delineate the
factors and criteria that currently drive retrofit decisions. Finally,
the paper suggests alternative decision methodologies that
provide greater emphasis to the resulting resident benefits.

Image courtesy of BRIDGE Housing

An accompanying resource ? the Resident Benefits Indicator ? is
an interactive spreadsheet. People developing retrofit scopes of
work can use it to evaluate alternative upgrade configurations for
their levels of resident benefits. The Resident Benefits Indicator
considers multiple factors at play in determining residents?
benefits ? the types of upgrades being undertaken (e.g., building
shell, HVAC, etc.), utility payment structures, climate, etc. With
work currently underway to estimate the monetary value of some
ancillary benefits of energy efficiency retrofits, there should soon
be the ability to develop a more finely calibrated optimization
model for owners and managers. In the interim, this paper and
accompanying tool provide a framework and structure that can
shed valuable light on the level and range of benefits from
different energy and water scopes of work.

The benefits to owners and managers are not the focus of this paper and tool. Therefore, except as owner
benefits are drivers of standard decision-making or have ancillary or secondary benefits for residents, this
work will not delve deeply into owner and manager benefits.
This paper and related Resident Benefits Indicator are part of SAHF?s Bringing Sustainability Home
initiative, which aims to ensure that low-income residents and communities have equal access to critical
environmental and health benefits. Bringing Sustainability Home also offers additional resources on utilityand state-run efficiency programs and on healthy building practices.
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Multifa m ily Ener g y a nd Wa ter Up g r a d es
Energy and water upgrades can be organized by system type. Broad categories of energy and water
conservation measures include:

Build ing shell up g r a d es, including air sealing, insulation, cool roof, and
improvements to windows or doors

HVAC up g r a d es, including upgrades to plant, distribution, and / or controls

Dom estic hot wa ter up g r a d es, including upgrades to equipment,
distribution, and / or controls

Lig hting up g r a d es, including upgrades to fixtures, lamps, or controls

Ap p lia nce up g r a d es, including refrigerators, dishwashers, washers, dryers

Wa ter - sa ving up g r a d es, including low-flow devices, toilet replacements,
anti-crossover devices

Renewa b le ener g y insta lla tions, including solar photovoltaic, solar
domestic hot water (DHW)
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Resid ent a nd Owner Benefits of Ener g y a nd Wa ter Up g r a d es
This paper?s focus is resident benefits, especially ones that can be improved by owners? and managers?
decisions about energy and water upgrades. The sections below outline the many benefits of energy and
water efficiency to residents and owners.
In affordable multifamily housing, upgrade costs are principally borne by the owner. Residents also incur
costs, whether monetary or lost time and convenience. This paper will not fully assess the costs nor the
cost-effectiveness of retrofit strategies to all stakeholders.
Many benefits, whether to residents, owners, or both, are interrelated. For example, reduced asthma triggers
can lead to fewer out-of-school days for children, which may then lead directly to fewer out-of-work days for
parents or guardians.

SAHF members report that including residents in
decision-making about energy and water upgrades
can have positive results. The Good Samaritan
Society?s Zachary Jacobson worked with residents
in advance of improvements to create a wish list,
some of which he was able to incorporate into the
retrofit. That led to happier and more involved
residents, and a smoother retrofit process.
Image courtesy of National Church Residences

Energy and water efficiency benefits can be classified as intended or unintended, and direct or ancillary. As
the results of energy efficiency upgrades are observed, there is increased recognition of the unintended and
ancillary benefits. These benefits may be more significant than the energy savings that historically have been
considered the primary intended benefit.
In the following section, the goal is to outline benefits that generally accrue from an upgrade. There are
always contrary cases when benefits are not achieved as expected or result in costs. As an example, energy
use and costs have sometimes increased rather than decreased with upgrades to ventilation systems,
because systems had been shut down or otherwise compromised. Ventilation systems that are not
functioning adequately can then lead to other serious consequences for residents and buildings. When
ventilation is improved, the upgrade can result in an ?energy penalty? of higher energy use and increased
costs to owners. Typically, however, energy cost savings do result from HVAC upgrades as do ancillary
benefits to health.
It is critically important to note that benefits will be maximized when energy and water upgrades are
specified, installed, used, and maintained carefully and correctly. Numerous examples of incorrect
installation or usage causing harm or not maximizing the benefit exist. Working with architects, engineers,
contractors, maintenance staff, and residents who understand and care about all of the benefits resulting
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Resid ent Benefits of Ener g y a nd Wa ter Up g r a d es1
Although the financial benefits of energy and water upgrades are often the primary focus when evaluating
efficiency measures, a deeper dive into the benefits of different types of building improvements reveal a
myriad of benefits affecting multiple aspects of residents? lives. Financial benefits are a component, but
upgrades also improve residents? health and safety, resiliency, education and learning opportunities, and
comfort.
Figure 1: Benef it s of building syst ems upgrades mapped t o cat egories of benef it s

Fig ur e 1 provides a broad-brush graphic display of which types of energy system upgrades provide which
types of benefits to residents. Note that the word upgrade includes all types of improvements to a building,
including the replacement of equipment and products.

A variety of institutional and market obstacles inhibit residents? directly benefiting from the
installation of renewable energy systems. Because of that, most installations in multifamily
housing are for master-metered or common area end uses. New net metering models,
including community net metering, are being tested to drive more benefits directly to residents
with the attendant potential for wealth building and other benefits. Eventually, such models
may be more widely available. However, at this stage, they are rare, and therefore the levels
of resident benefits from renewable energy in both Figure 1 and Table 1 are relatively minor.

1A

literature review and interviews with housing and energy efficiency experts identified the benefits (see reference
section for further information).
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Table 1: Resident Benef it s of Energy & Wat er Ef f iciency Ret rof it sa

Ta b le 1 outlines the individual benefits within each of these categories, noting the related building system
and providing a view of which upgrades contribute the most to each of the benefit.
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Resident benefits from energy retrofits may be both interactive and cascading. As an example,
lighting and air-sealing upgrades each may reduce headaches and have cascading benefits.
Lighting upgrades may mean that residents are able to read more easily and reduce the number
and / or severity of headaches. Ventilation upgrades improve indoor air quality, which can reduce
the incidence of headaches. Reduced headaches lead to other benefits. For a child, reduced
headaches may lead to fewer missed school days, which can then lead to better test scores,
reduced behavioral issues, and a host of other benefits. For the child?s parent or guardian, the
reduced number of missed school days may mean fewer missed days of work. Those extra hours of
work may mean that there is more income coming in to the home. (Many low-wage jobs do not
come with sick time, especially sick time that may be used for a dependent?s illness.) More income
in the home can mean improved energy security, food security, housing security, and other benefits.

Owner Benefits of Ener g y a nd Wa ter Up g r a d es
The types of benefits owners enjoy from energy and water upgrades fall into two categories: financial and
operational.
Table 2: Owner Benef it s of Energy & Wat er Ef f iciency Ret rof it sa

Ta b le 2 provides the same view to the benefits that owners derive from energy and water upgrades to their
affordable housing properties.
Both resident and owners benefits described above each play into the standard and alternative decision
criteria for energy and water upgrades outlined in the next section.
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Decision Cr iter ia for Ener g y a nd Wa ter Up g r a d es
Efficiency up g r a d e op p or tunities a nd costs
Energy upgrades to buildings or equipment take place at one of the following points in the life cycle of a
building or piece of equipment:
-

New Construction
Major rehabilitation and/ or sale of building to new owner
Time of apartment turnover (individual in-unit)
Scheduled replacement at time of failure
Discretionary retrofit

The first four are normal points in a building?s life cycle. Discretionary retrofits are upgrades to building
systems in the absence of a larger rehabilitation and may be initiated by an owner with their own funds,
small grants, or through utilizing technical and/ or financial assistance from a utility or governmental
program.
The cost of efficiency upgrades varies based on these life-cycle points. The lowest costs occur at new
construction or major rehabilitation. At that point, the system or equipment is already being replaced, and
the cost of the efficient option is only the incremental cost compared to a standard or code-compliant
option. New construction or major rehabilitation is also an efficacious point to implement efficiency
measures since capital is more readily accessible and multiple building systems? efficiency can be optimized
through a holistic approach.
Upgrading equipment or individual systems at time of turnover or replacement (scheduled or at time of
failure) entails higher costs related to purchasing individual units or potential emergency costs. In the
absence of buying agreements or protocols that prioritize efficiency, this upgrade risks an efficiency penalty
if distributors, retailers, or contracts do not offer the most efficient option.
Efficiency upgrade costs also vary by geographic
markets, and in some cases the ?efficiency premium?
is in fact an efficiency discount. When suppliers,
distributors, and installers see strong demand for
energy efficient products, efficient equipment may
cost less than less-efficient alternatives.
In the following sections, the paper outlines standard
decision criteria for discretionary retrofits and
alternative decision criteria that should:
- Improve the decision making at the normal
upgrade points to maximize resource efficiency

Image courtesy of Stewards of Affordable Housing for the Future

- Encourage more discretionary retrofits, especially
those with the highest level of owner benefits.
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Sta nd a r d Decision Cr iter ia
Owners and managers bear the cost of most efficiency
upgrades and commonly cite these criteria for
undertaking a discretionary retrofit:
- Op p or tunistic: When resources are available by
a utility program, a budget surplus, etc.
- Eq uip m ent r elia b ility: Proactive replacement to
reduce maintenance costs or avoid emergencies.
- Pr oject cost- effectiveness: Metrics such as
payback period, savings to investment ratio, or
return on investment indicate a financial benefit.

Image courtesy of Mercy Housing

Opportunistic retrofits are prominent given affordable housing?s resource constraints and the fact that
outside resources improve cost effectiveness. Electric, gas, and water utilities commonly offer incentives that
cover all or a portion of the cost of a retrofit, greatly reducing the costs to the owner, and thereby increasing
the cost effectiveness. Grants and programs that offer low- or no-cost financing may have the same effect.
Affordable housing providers often have internal cost effectiveness criteria. The specific criteria and
thresholds vary, but these policies help standardized retrofit decisions across a portfolio and increase
transparency. Housing or efficiency policymakers sometimes prescribe criteria, for example when a state
housing finance agency requires a specific payback period or saving to investment ratio for efficiency
measures.
The use of cost-effectiveness criteria is often complemented by consideration of product quality. Owners and
managers may reject the least costly or most efficient products if they are known to have performance risk or
maintenance costs.
The standard decision criteria reflect common circumstances for affordable housing and important factors in
retrofit decisions. Unfortunately, some of the measures with the best resident outcomes are the ones which
are most rarely performed. This paper suggests alternative decision criteria because benefits that would
accrue to residents should be an integral and important part of the evaluation.

Alter na tive Decision Cr iter ia
Within the current policy environment, can the resident benefits of efficiency upgrades encourage owners
and managers to complete more energy upgrades or to move beyond basic cost effectiveness criteria and
choose efficiency measures that have the greatest resident benefits?
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Decid ing Wha t to Do
-

Ma xim ize Resid ent Benefit within the Bound s of Cost- Effectiveness
Building owners and managers could prioritize upgrades with the highest resident benefits through
several methods. One important tenet is to avoid upgrading only the most cost-effective measures.
The ?low-hanging fruit? pitfall dilutes the ability to implement larger scopes of work, which are
facilitated by evaluating the cost effectiveness of a package of efficiency measures rather than
requiring individual measures to meet a cost-effectiveness threshold. As an example, combining
building shell measures with water or common-area lighting can provide good resident benefits from
the building shell measures with reasonable return for the owner from the water and lighting
measures. In effect, the costs of the building shell measures could be recouped with the owner?s
savings from water and lighting measures.
It is important to also consider which types of resident benefit are realized from a scope of work.
Section 3 categorizes benefits as being related to financial well-being, health, comfort, education, or
resiliency. Evaluating different scopes of work includes considering trade-offs between these benefits.

-

Pr ior itize Mea sur es tha t Ha ve N o N a tur a l Life Cycle
Some building improvements have their own natural life cycle, separate from the life cycle of the
building, and therefore have a natural replacement point. For example, most appliances eventually
fail, and can be upgraded at time of replacement. Systems without a natural point of replacement,
like the building shell, need more deliberate attention. The opportunity cost of unrealized savings is
higher for these systems given their longevity and how infrequently they are addressed. While
unrealized savings potential from lighting or refrigerator upgrades may persist for 5-10 years,
unrealized savings potential from building shell upgrades may be lost for 30-50 years unless it is
specifically prioritized.

-

Encour a g e Resid ent- Led Up g r a d es
a nd Beneficia l Use of System s
Paying particular attention to the energy
upgrades that residents are more interested in
can help to make for a more successful
upgrade. Greater benefits will result when
residents are driven by their own suggestions
or through effective engagement with building
management that can deepen understanding
and full beneficial use of new systems. When
residents are engaged and understand the full
range of benefits available to them, their
families, and neighbors, there will be higher
likelihood that systems are used effectively.
Residents as leaders and partners in energy
upgrades provides for better results and
greater benefits.
Image courtesy of POAH Communities
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The benefits of retrofits aren?t always immediately noticeable to residents, but some have a
noticeable impact on day-to-day life. Mer cy Housing ?s Caitlin Rood was happy to hear
from some senior residents that an LED lighting retrofit offered better lighting quality and
gave them greater ease in moving around their apartments.
Pa ying for Ener g y a nd Wa ter Up g r a d es
-

Ob ta in Outsid e Resour ces to Sup p or t Up g r a d es with Hig her Resid ent Benefits
Affordable housing providers face considerable financial constraints and regularly make use of
external resources to support efficiency upgrades. As funders take note of the growing body of
evidence on resident benefits, their attention to the issue may incentivize owners to maximize resident
benefits. Showing that upgrades are delivering long-term resident benefits may provide a competitive
edge for funding.

-

Utilize Inter na l Resour ces to Sup p or t
Up g r a d es with Hig her Resid ent Benefits
Housing providers can also optimize maintenance
and building practices to provide resident and
efficiency benefits. For example, pest-management
practices can include air sealing as a preventative
measure, which also improves energy efficiency and
delivers resident health benefits. While a complete
property-level air-sealing job might be beyond a
single year?s budget, air sealing over time as part of
pest-management program still delivers important
benefits. Similarly, maintenance standards that
prioritize toxin-free products can improve indoor air
quality for residents and staff on an on-going basis.

-

Pa r tner with Hea lth Ca r e Or g a niza tions

Image courtesy of The Community Builders

Although this is an emerging opportunity, there is increasing dialogue among energy efficiency
professionals and the health care sector about the value of efficiency upgrades in alleviating certain
chronic illnesses and the potential for health care organizations to fund efficiency work as an
upstream, preventative approach. In some cases, health care organizations are providing resources
to affordable housing. Health care organizations are being pushed to reduce costs and are
exploring new models that move away from the basic fee-for-service model. For example, the
Affordable Care Act created Affordable Care Organizations (ACOs), which are responsible for
providing health care for specific populations within a fixed budget. Since housing is a critical social
determinant of health, this is a promising area for innovative partnerships.
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Im p lem enting Ener g y a nd Wa ter Up g r a d es
-

Incr ea se Resid ent Involvem ent in Im p lem enta tion
When residents are involved in implementation, they are more vested in successful operation, which
can increase the direct and ancillary benefits of the upgrades. Fully-engaged residents understand
the retrofit process, are aware of what will happen when, and can play an important role in the
retrofit process going more or less smoothly for contractors and building managers. It is worth the
time to keep residents fully informed of what to expect at each step of implementation.

-

Use Sa ving s to Pr ovid e for Ad d itiona l Resid ent Benefits
When efficiency projects generate cost savings beyond what is needed to offset their implementation
costs, those savings could be used to provide for additional resident benefits such as additional
efficiency upgrades, other property improvements (e.g., repaving, new sidewalks, playground
equipment), or on-site programs that address resident priorities.

Images courtesy of National Housing Trust and BRIDGE Housing

-

Incr ea se Resid ent Und er sta nd ing of How Insta lled System s Op er a te to Ma xim ize
Benefits
Once new systems are installed, it is important to ensure that residents understand how correct
operation of the new systems can provide higher benefits. Residents? role is critical because, in many
cases, they are the ones using the new equipment and influence how much energy or water is used.
Their ability to optimize new thermostats, clothes washers, or dishwashers will directly affect how well
the upgrades are received and the energy or water savings realized. Multiple housing providers
pointed to resistance by residents as a hindrance to obtaining full benefits from energy upgrades.
Strong owner communication facilitates a virtuous cycle of engaged residents, who realize more
savings, which creates cash flow for additional upgrades and a new opportunity for strong owner
communication. Communications methods include videos, hands-on instruction, signage, and other
prompts that encourage ongoing conservation behavior. On-going communications and
engagement reinforce results and orient new residents to a culture of conservation.
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Com p a r ing Resid ent Benefits - The Resid ent Benefits
Ind ica tor
The alternative decision criteria establish a foundation for implementing energy and water scopes of work
that benefit residents. But how can owners and managers know whether they have ?optimized? the benefits?
As this paper lays out, the benefits are myriad, and certain upgrades provide more and higher levels of
benefits. While the energy cost savings are relatively easy to estimate and compare, other benefits are more
difficult to quantify. Some can be ascribed a monetary value, but for many benefits it is hard to capture the
real value to people. This is especially true when considering the value of a human life itself. Recognizing
that thermal stresses ? hot and cold ? do indeed take lives is important to understanding building upgrades?
full value for residents.
The accompanying Resident Benefits Indicator is a resource for owners, managers, and others developing
scopes of work to evaluate and increase resident benefits. It shows how different types of measures and
levels of upgrades can provide more or fewer resident benefits. With a few basic inputs about utility payment
structures, climate, and upgrade types, the tool provides an indication of resident benefits in aggregate and
within the different categories of benefits: financial, comfort, health, and social. Because so many of the
metrics for benefits are still being devised and estimated, this tool is comparative and uses directional rather
than definitive calculations. The tool can be used to evaluate different prospective scopes of work for the
levels and types of resident benefits they deliver.

Conclusion
Every energy or water upgrade to an affordable multifamily building provides opportunities for owners,
managers, and residents to work together to improve the building?s performance and increase the benefits
that will flow to residents. It is not an understatement to say that such benefits can be life-changing. Think of
a parent or guardian tending to an asthmatic child and the ways that asthma triggers can lead to sleepless
nights, emergency room visits, and missed work. The benefits listed in Table 1 are cascading and
reinforcing, with the opportunity to significantly improve people?s incomes, test scores, and overall quality of
life. Incorporating these benefits into the decision-making calculus for building upgrades can provide
outcomes that benefit residents, owners, and society at large.
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Resour ces
-

Asthma Regional Council of New England and U.S. Department of Energy Building America,
?Healthy and Affordable Housing: Practical Recommendations for Building, Renovating, and
Maintaining Housing,? undated.

-

Chan, Christopher, Greg Clendenning, Beth Hawkins, Erin Rose, and Bruce Tonn, ?Saving Lives
Through Energy Efficiency: Valuing the Health- and Safety-Related Benefits of Low-Income
Weatherization in Low-Income Homes,? 2017 International Energy Program Evaluation
Conference, Baltimore, Maryland, August 2017.

-

E4TheFuture, ?Occupant Health Benefits of Residential Energy Efficiency,? November 2016.

-

EDC Technologies, Inc., ?Crossover Historical Analysis: The Effect on Energy Efficiency and
Hot Water System Operation,? ACEEE Hot Water Forum, June 2009.

-

Energy Efficiency for All, ?Making Affordable Multifamily Housing More Energy Efficient: A
Guide to Healthier Upgrade Materials,? September 2018.

-

Friedrich, Kat, ?Seeking Energy Efficiency?s Hidden Savings,? Yale Clean Energy Finance Forum,
October 15, 2018.

-

Green & Healthy Homes Initiative, ?GHHI and Pay for Success: Outcomes-Based Funding for
Effective Asthma Interventions,? March 2017.

-

Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, ?The Green and Healthy Homes Initiative,? Public
Health Case Study PH1-001, 2011.

-

Hawkins, Beth A., Bruce E. Tonn, Erin M. Rose, Greg Clendenning, and Lauren Abraham,
?Massachusetts Special Cross-Cutting Research Area: Low-Income Single-Family Healthand Safety-Related Non-Energy Impacts (NEI) Study,? Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Advisory
Council, June 2016.

-

Hernández, Diana, ?Energy Insecurity: A Framework for Understanding Energy, the Built
Environment, and Health Among Vulnerable Populations in the Context of Climate
Change,? American Journal of Public Health, April 2013.

-

Hernández, Diana, ?Understanding ?Energy Insecurity? and Why It Matters to Health,? Social
Science and Medicine, 2016.
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-

Hernández, Diana, and Doug Phillips, ?Benefit or Burden? Perceptions of Energy Efficiency
Efforts among Low-Income Housing Residents in New York City,? Energy Research & Social
Science, 2015.

-

ICAST, ?Multifamily Green Rehabilitation Resource Guide,? ICAST International Center for
Appropriate and Sustainable Technology, undated.

-

Janda, Kathryn B., and Mithra Moezzi, ?Broadening the Energy Savings Potential of People:
From Technology and Behavior to Citizen Science and Social Potential,? ACEEE Summer Study
on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, August 2014.

-

Kravatz, Mark A., Eric Belliveau, Bruce Tonn, and Greg Clendenning, ?Co-Funded
Health-Focused Housing Intervention Measure Benefits: Establishing a Co-Funded
Low-Income Residential Program Model,? ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in
Buildings, August 2018.

-

Lewis, Jamal, and Diana Hernández, ??Deweathering?through Weatherization: A Conceptual
Application of the Weathering Hypothesis to the Household Energy and Stress Nexus,? ACEEE
Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, August 2018.

-

Norton, Ruth Ann, Brendan Wade Brown, Catherine Lee, Kiki Malomo-Paris, and Jamal Lewis,
?Achieving Health and Social Equity Through Housing: Understanding the Impact of
Non-Energy Benefits in the United States,? Green & Healthy Homes Initiative, undated.

-

Norton, Ruth Ann, Brendan Wade Brown, Kiki Malomo-Paris, and Elizabeth Stubblefield-Loucks,
?Non-Energy Benefits of Energy Efficiency and Weatherization Programs in Multifamily
Housing: The Clean Power Plan and Policy Implications,? Green & Healthy Homes Initiative,
September 2016.

-

Phillips, Thomas J., ?The Heat is On: Making Buildings Climate Ready,? Beyond Energy Efficiency
Conference, Build It Green, May 18, 2017.

-

Stone, Nehemiah, ?Energy Efficiency Multifamily Buildings: The Need, the Potential, and the
Actions,? ACEEE Summer Study (informal session), August 16, 2010.

-

Thoughtful Balance, ?Selecting a Passive House Candidate,? undated.
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-

Tonn, Bruce, Erin Rose, Beth Hawkins, and Brian Conlon, ?Health and Household-Related
Benefits Attributable to the Weatherization Assistance Program,? Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, September 2014 (ORNL-TM2014/ 345).

-

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, ?Healthy Indoor Environment Protocols for Home Energy
Upgrades: Guidance for Achieving Safe and Healthy Indoor Environments During Home
Energy Retrofits,? October 2011.

Inter views
-

Belden, Patricia, POAH Communities, October 8, 2018.
Hernández, Diana, Columbia University, October 9, 2018.
Jacobson, Zachary, The Evangelical Lutheran Good Samaritan Society, October 16, 2018.
Nettleton, Laura, Thoughtful Balance, October 18, 2018.
Peterson, Susan, Foundation Communities, October 8, 2018.
Phillips, Thomas J., formerly with California Air Resources Board, October 1 and 15, 2018.
Rood, Caitlin, Mercy Housing, October 4, 2018.
Tonn, Bruce, ThreeCubed, October 2, 2018.
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Ca teg or ized Resour ces
This version of the resources list groups the references by what types of information they present in order to
supply readers with greater guidance on where to look for additional information on the topics covered in
this paper.

Intr od uctor y
The following resources outline the many benefits to residents of energy efficiency work. Some focus on
benefits that are specific to low-income residents, some on multifamily housing, and some are more general
in portrayal of the benefits of all types of residential energy efficiency work for all housing types and residents.
-

E4TheFuture, ?Occupant Health Benefits of Residential Energy Efficiency,? November 2016.

-

Norton, Ruth Ann, Brendan Wade Brown, Catherine Lee, Kiki Malomo-Paris, and Jamal Lewis,
?Achieving Health and Social Equity Through Housing: Understanding the Impact of
Non-Energy Benefits in the United States,? Green & Healthy Homes Initiative, undated.

-

Russell, Christopher, Brendon Baatz, Rachel Cluett, and Jennifer Amann, "Recognizing the Value of
Energy Efficiency's Multiple Benefits," American Council on an Energy-Efficient Economy,
December 2015.

Br oa d er Context
The broader context of how people relate to energy (in)sufficiency, with effects on community and individual
resiliency, is also an important area of inquiry, with implications for making individuals, buildings, and
communities more able to sustain future changes in climate.
-

Hernández, Diana, ?Energy Insecurity: A Framework for Understanding Energy, the Built
Environment, and Health Among Vulnerable Populations in the Context of Climate
Change,? American Journal of Public Health, April 2013.

-

Hernández, Diana, ?Understanding ?Energy Insecurity? and Why It Matters to Health,? Social
Science and Medicine, 2016.

-

Hernández, Diana, and Doug Phillips, ?Benefit or Burden? Perceptions of Energy Efficiency
Efforts among Low-Income Housing Residents in New York City,? Energy Research & Social
Science, 2015.
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-

Janda, Kathryn B., and Mithra Moezzi, ?Broadening the Energy Savings Potential of People:
From Technology and Behavior to Citizen Science and Social Potential,? ACEEE Summer Study
on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, August 2014.

-

Lewis, Jamal, and Diana Hernández, ??Deweathering?through Weatherization: A Conceptual
Application of the Weathering Hypothesis to the Household Energy and Stress Nexus,? ACEEE
Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, August 2018.

-

Phillips, Thomas J., ?The Heat is On: Making Buildings Climate Ready,? Beyond Energy Efficiency
Conference, Build It Green, May 18, 2017.

-

Thoughtful Balance, ?Selecting a Passive House Candidate,? undated.

Qua ntifica tion of Benefits
The quantification and estimation of monetary values of non-energy benefits created by energy efficiency
has focused on both the low-income Weatherization Assistant Program as well as utility and public benefit
programs.
-

Chan, Christopher, Greg Clendenning, Beth Hawkins, Erin Rose, and Bruce Tonn, ?Saving Lives
Through Energy Efficiency: Valuing the Health- and Safety-Related Benefits of Low-Income
Weatherization in Low-Income Homes,? 2017 International Energy Program Evaluation
Conference, Baltimore, Maryland, August 2017.

-

Hawkins, Beth A., Bruce E. Tonn, Erin M. Rose, Greg Clendenning, and Lauren Abraham,
?Massachusetts Special Cross-Cutting Research Area: Low-Income Single-Family Healthand Safety-Related Non-Energy Impacts (NEI) Study,? Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Advisory
Council, June 2016.

-

Tonn, Bruce, Erin Rose, Beth Hawkins, and Brian Conlon, ?Health and Household-Related
Benefits Attributable to the Weatherization Assistance Program,? Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, September 2014 (ORNL-TM2014/ 345).
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Fina ncing a nd Policy Mod els
Considerable thought and a growing body of work on the development of new financing and policy models
to tap into savings in the health care system for resources to implement energy efficiency more widely and
deeply is in development now.
-

Friedrich, Kat, ?Seeking Energy Efficiency?s Hidden Savings,? Yale Clean Energy Finance Forum,
October 15, 2018.

-

Green & Healthy Homes Initiative, ?GHHI and Pay for Success: Outcomes-Based Funding for
Effective Asthma Interventions,? March 2017.

-

Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, ?The Green and Healthy Homes Initiative,? Public
Health Case Study PH1-001, 2011.

-

Kravatz, Mark A., Eric Belliveau, Bruce Tonn, and Greg Clendenning, ?Co-Funded
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